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TEST FOR LEAVE
In Saskatchewan, there is no automatic right to cross-examine on an 
affidavit filed in support of any application including summary judgment. The 
test for leave is:
• Generally, leave will be granted sparingly
• Cross-examination must assist in resolving the issue 
• Cannot result in an injustice
• Often, conflict must exist in the record, or a clear need to pursue 

clarification must exist 
• Wallace v Canadian Pacific Railway, 2009 SKQB 178. See also Cimmer 

v. Lunemann, 2021 SKQB 71
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In Saskatchewan there is no automatic right to cross examine on an affidavit filed in support of summary judgment. It is trite in Saskatchewan that there is no inherent right to cross-examine a deponent on his affidavit.Wallace v Canadian Pacific Railway, 2009 SKQB 178. The Saskatchewan Rules require leave to cross examine on any affidavit filed (Rule 6-13). As will be discussed, new criteria for summary judgment cross examination have been developed but traditionally the party making the request must establish that the cross-examination will assist in resolving the issue before the Court and that it will not result in an injustice.  Generally speaking, leave to cross-examine will be sparingly, and not routinely, granted. Typically, a conflict needed to exist in the record or a clear need to pursue clarification. See Wallace.
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SPECIFIC CONTEXTS

“In family law proceedings it does not appear to have been used with the 
exception of a case involving cross-examination of a psychologist (Duncan v 
Duncan (1993),114 Sask R 157 (Sask QB). There are no reported family law 
cases where cross-examination was permitted on one of the parties to the 
proceedings….
Where there is significantly disputed evidentiary material, on an interim 
application, the practice of the court is to direct the matter onto a pre-trial 
conference and a trial. In those matters requiring decision, either interim or 
variation applications, the practice of the court is to set the matter down for a 
trial of the issue.”
Cross examination has been allowed more frequently in class actions. See 
for ex. M.R.L.P. v Canada (Attorney General), 2018 SKQB 248
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The general reluctance to allow cross-examination extends to family law. 
See Heck v. Meszaros, 2020 SKQB 230, paras 87-90 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the leading case, Heck v. Meszaros 2020 SKQB 230, Megaw J. held:87      Cross-examination on affidavits, outside of class action proceedings, is a rare procedure in Saskatchewan. In family law proceedings it does not appear to have been used with the exception of a case involving cross-examination of a psychologist (D. (J.D.) v. D. (L.A.) (1993), 114 Sask. R. 157 (Sask. Q.B.). There are no reported family law cases where cross-examination was permitted on one of the parties to the proceedings. In this regard see Hall v. Hall, 2000 SKQB 35, 188 Sask. R. 293 (Sask. Q.B.); LaPlante v. Pratt, 2001 SKQB 370, 210 Sask. R. 228 (Sask. Q.B.); Pasareno v. Pasareno, 2000 SKQB 41, 188 Sask. R. 314 (Sask. Q.B.); and Moen v. Windrum (1996), 145 Sask. R. 8 (Sask. Q.B.).88      Where there is significantly disputed evidentiary material, on an interim application, the practice of the court is to direct the matter onto a pre-trial conference and a trial. In those matters requiring decision, either interim or variation applications, the practice of the court is to set the matter down for a trial of the issue.89      There is good reason for the practice that has developed. Our court has developed rules specific to family law proceedings with a view to ensuring the parties are able to advance their case through the procedural steps with a minimum of both delay and complication. The focus has been on limiting the warfare which can erupt in such emotionally charged proceedings. Thus, the affidavits available by way of reply on an interim application are limited with leave of the court required to file anything further. Offensive or inappropriate content of affidavits is prohibited to allow the issues between the parties to be determined.90      While a full and robust examination-in-chief and cross-examination will occur at a trial, it will occur under the authority of the trial judge. He, or she, is always in a position to control the examinations to ensure they both stay on topic and do not become overbearing or abusive. This procedure has worked well for this Court.91      In the case before me, I do not see a basis for directing there be a cross-examination on affidavits filed by the respondent. There are disputes on the affidavit and there are contradictions between the information provided by each of the parties. For those reasons, it is appropriate to direct this matter on to a trial of the issues to allow for a full canvassing of the evidence.
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SUMMARY JUDGMENT
The court may draw an adverse inference from the failure of a 
party to cross-examine on an affidavit. (Rule 7-3)
• Weighs in favour of granting leave to cross-examine 
• Cross-examination may be appropriate to identify a genuine 

issue that requires trial 
• May be necessary to put best evidentiary foot forward
• The lack of opportunity to cross examine can constitute a 

reversible error
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Shephard v. 101093126 Saskatchewan Ltd., 2020 SKQB 346, at para 15. See also Wells v. General Motors of Canada 
Company/Compagnie General Motors du Canada, 2019 SKCA 290, and McCorriston v. Hunter, 2019 SKCA 106 at para 47. 
See Regional Tire Distributors v. Quality Tire Service Ltd., 2016 SKQB 411 (Sask. Q.B.), Ter Keurs Bros. Inc. v. Last Mountain 
Valley (Rural Municipality), 2019 SKCA 10 (Sask. C.A.) at para 28

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rule 7-3 says in part that “the Court may draw an adverse inference from the failure of a party to cross-examine on an affidavit or to file responding or rebuttal evidence.” Courts have concluded this rule reflects the principle of parties putting their best evidentiary foot forward and therefore weighs in favour of granting leave to cross examine, see Regional Tire Distributors v. Quality Tire Service Ltd., 2016 SKQB 411 (Sask. Q.B.) and Ter Keurs Bros. Inc. v. Last Mountain Valley (Rural Municipality), 2019 SKCA 10 (Sask. C.A.) at para 28. Shephard v. 101093126 Saskatchewan Ltd., 2020 SKQB 34615      There is no automatic right to cross-examine in the context of a summary judgment application, however, the requirement that each party put their best foot forward weighs in favour of permitting cross-examination in cases where leave to cross-examine is sought. The obligation on the parties to put their best foot forward allows the Court to assume that the best evidence from both sides has been placed before it. Rule 7-3(2) permits the Court to draw an adverse inference where a party has failed to cross-examine or file rebuttal evidence. See: Rule 7-3(2), Ter Keurs Bros. Inc. v. Last Mountain Valley (Rural Municipality), 2019 SKCA 10 (Sask. C.A.) at paras 30-31, (2019), 429 D.L.R. (4th) 269 (Sask. C.A.) [Ter Keurs], and LaBuick Investments Inc. v. Carpet Gallery of Moose Jaw Ltd., 2017 SKQB 341 (Sask. Q.B.) at para 28 [LaBuick].Also see Wells v. General Motors of Canada Company/Compagnie General Motors du Canada 2019 SKCA 290 cross-examination may be appropriate in order to demonstrate that a genuine issue requiring trial is evident from the circumstances of the case or where facts relating to the issues in dispute are solely within the knowledge of the affiant.
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SUMMARY JUDGMENT
Despite the reasons supporting leave to cross in summary 
proceedings, it is plainly not automatic. Courts must discourage 
conduct that unnecessarily or improperly delays proceedings or 
unnecessarily increases their cost. Granting unnecessary cross-
examinations may delay or thwart justice 
• Could be contrary to the goal of summary judgement being 

cost-effective and timely 
In Atrium Mortgage Investment Corp v Koh, 2020 SKQB 179 at 
para 28, leave to cross-examine one of two affiants was granted, 
provided it could be done without undue delay.
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See also Casbohm v Winacott Spring Western Star Trucks, 2018 SKQB 15 at para 62 and Regional Tire at para 9-13  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It should be noted that Courts have concluded, generally speaking,  the nature of the summary judgment rules and process weighs in favour of granting leave to cross examine. However, objections to cross examination still occur. Courts must be alert to "the need to discourage conduct that unnecessarily or improperly delays proceedings or unnecessarily increases their costs" (Casbohm at para 62. The Courts have also found granting unnecessary cross-examination may delay or thwart justice since one of the goals of the summary judgment process is to provide a means by which claims can be justly resolved in a timely and cost effective way. See Regional Tires at para 10 & 11, and Atrium Mortgage Investment Corp v Koh, 2020 SKQB 179 at para 28. In Atrium Mortgage leave to cross examine was granted for one of the two affidavits filed in support of summary judgment “provided this can be done without undue delay.” The two affidavits spoke to similar matters and the Court saw no “necessity” to cross examine on both (para 33). Courts must be alert to "the need to discourage conduct that unnecessarily or improperly delays proceedings or unnecessarily increases their costs" (Casbohm v Winacott Spring Western Star Trucks, 2018 SKQB 15] at para 62). 74      In this case, the principles outlined in Wallace guide my consideration. While I recognize that cross-examination ought not be granted lightly, there is clearly some contradictory evidence before the court on issues of importance. In particular, the opinion evidence in the affidavit of Mr. Kiszka, For example in Atrium Mortgage leave to cross examine was granted for one of the two affidavits filed in support of summary judgment “provided this can be done without undue delay.” The two affidavits spoke to similar matters and the Court saw no “necessity” to cross examine on both (para 33).See Regional Tire Distributors v. Quality Tire Service Ltd., 2016 SKQB 411 (Sask. Q.B.), Ter Keurs Bros. Inc. v. Last Mountain Valley (Rural Municipality), 2019 SKCA 10 (Sask. C.A.) at para 28. Also see Wells v. General Motors of Canada Company/Compagnie General Motors du Canada 2019 SKCA 29
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ADDITIONAL FACTORS TO CONSIDER
Factors for leave applications found in Rule 1-3(4):

1-3(4) Resolving a claim justly in a timely and cost effective way 
includes, so far as is practicable, conducting the proceeding in ways that 
are proportionate to:
(a) the amount involved in the proceeding;
(b) the importance of the issues in dispute; and
(c) the complexity of the proceeding.
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Atrium Mortgage at para 28 and Regional Tire at para 11 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Court noted that some of the factors to consider in leave applications are found in Rule 1-3(4). These would also likely apply in considering whether questioning and full document disclosure should be ordered:1-3(4) Resolving a claim justly in a timely and cost effective way includes, so far as is practicable, conducting the proceeding in ways that are proportionate to:(a) the amount involved in the proceeding;(b) the importance of the issues in dispute; and(c) the complexity of the proceeding.
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USE OF THE 
TRANSCRIPT
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CROSS-EXAMINATION TRANSCRIPT

Unlike an examination for discovery
• Parties cannot include whatever portions suit them
• All of the examination transcript must be put in as if it were 

conducted orally before the court 

6/8/2021 10

Abbott Estate, 2021 SKQB 49, at para 14.
Ray v Meota (Rural Municipality No. 468) (1955), 1955 CanLII 240 (SK QB), 18 
WWR 513 (QL) (Sask QB) at para 3.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Abbott Estate, 2021 SKQB 49 [14]                                 Cross-examinations on affidavits are in evidence for the reason explained by Justice Graham in Ray v Meota (Rural Municipality No. 468) (1955), 1955 CanLII 240 (SK QB), 18 WWR 513 (QL) (Sask QB) at para 3:3  An affidavit of the proposed plaintiff Frank Ray, Sr., was filed in support of the application. Leave was given to the defendant to cross-examine him on this affidavit. The examination was held and the transcript is before me. I may say here that in my opinion the whole of the transcript must be put in. Such an examination is unlike an examination for discovery whereby the party examining may put in such portions as he thinks proper. This is as provided for in the Rules. The cross-examination of a deponent on an affidavit is not so governed and all of the examination must be put in as though the deponent were before the court and cross-examined orally.
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UNDERTAKINGS AND 
CROSS EXAMINATION
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VOLUNTARY UNDERTAKINGS

Undertakings can be voluntarily given by 
deponents during a cross-examination, 
Thorpe v Honda Canada Inc., 2010 SKQB 
136 at para 26 
Little Saskatchewan law on whether or not 
undertakings can be compelled
The Alberta approach is likely to be a guide

6/8/2021 12
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Undertakings can be voluntarily given. See Thorpe v. Honda Canada Inc., 2010 SKQB 136 at para 26Whether they can be compelled has not been considered much in Saskatchewan.
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OBLIGATION TO COMPLY
Witnesses that voluntarily undertake to provide 
more information at a later date must strictly 
comply
• They must provide precisely and fully the 

undertaken information
No more than what was undertaken must be 
done 
• Although, there may be strategic benefits to 

provide more information than strictly 
required
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Alberta (Attorney General) v Alberta Power 
(2000) Ltd, 2018 ABQB 100.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Alberta (Attorney General) v Alberta Power (2000) Ltd, 2018 ABQB 100 [24]           A witness being cross-examined on their affidavit, who undertakes without qualification to respond with more information later, must comply with that undertaking strictly: Provalcid Inc v Graff, 2014 ABQB 453, at para 41; they are to provide precisely and fully the information they undertook to provide: Desilets Estate v Daon Development Corp, 1989 CarswellAlta 962 (Master).[25]           The obligation to comply strictly cuts two ways. The witness must perform the undertaking “as written”, fully and completely; but no more than was undertaken must be done. It may be prudent strategically or economically for the witness to do more or to provide more information than strictly required in response, for example to avoid returning to a continuation of the cross-examination to answer an inevitable follow-up question (and then probably additional questions since parties have gone to the trouble of being there). But it is not required. Often it will better serve the foundational rules in the Alberta Rules of Court to provide more, all other things being equal. Any resistance to doing so without formal court application may attract an obligation for costs in any event of the cause, but the Court is unlikely to force a witness to do so, to do more than they have undertaken to do.
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WHEN SHOULD UNDERTAKINGS BE 
DIRECTED ON A CROSS-EXAMINATION?
It should be more difficult to have undertakings directed on 
cross-examination than it would be at discovery examinations
Circumstances where undertakings should be directed:
• The deponent has referred to the sought after information in the affidavit
• Undertakings relate to an important issue in the application
• The provision of information would not be overly onerous
• Information would help in the determination of the application

6/8/2021 14

Dow Chemical Canada Inc. v. Shell Chemicals Canada Ltd., 2009 ABQB 671, Rozak (Estate), 2011 ABQB 
239.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In considering this question the decision of Master Prowse in Dow Chemical Canada Inc. v. Shell Chemicals Canada Ltd., 2009 ABQB 671, which was followed by Graesser J. in Rozak (Estate), 2011 ABQB 239, is helpful. [41]           Master Prowse said at para. 5:After a review of the relevant case law, I have come to the conclusion that the court should be reluctant to direct that undertakings be provided by a party proffering a deponent who is unable to answer all questions put to the deponent during a cross-examination. It should be more difficult to have undertakings directed on a cross-examination than at examinations for discovery. Undertakings should only be directed on a cross-examination where:(a) the deponent has referred to information or documents in the affidavit, or could only have made the assertions contained in the affidavit after having reviewed the information or documents being sought, or(b) the undertakings relate to an important issue in the application, and the provision of such information:(i) would not be overly onerous, and(ii) would likely significantly help the court in the determination of the application.Salmon v Mama Panda Ltd, 2020 ABQB 323 [18]           It is clear that where the application is for summary judgment, the deponent can be cross-examined on any outstanding issue in the litigation Dow Chemical Canada Inc v Shell Chemicals Canada Ltd, 2008 ABQB 671 para 7. That case also held that undertakings in a cross-examination may be more difficult in a cross examination than at questioning, but if undertakings relate to an important issue in the application and the provision of the information is not overly onerous and would significantly help the court in the determination of the application, it will be allowed (meaning relevance, proportionality and materiality) Dow para 5, see also Alberta (Attorney General) v Alberta Power (2000 Ltd), 2018 ABQB 100 para 26. Questions must be relevant and material, in the context of the specifics of the application.
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CROSS-EXAMINATION ON AFFIDAVITS 
VS. DISCOVERY
Different tests for whether witness may be compelled to give 
undertaking to provide answers not immediately known 
Deponent on an affidavit is a witness for a pending application
• Similar to witness at trial
• Affidavit takes the place of direct examination
• Deponent is a witness giving relevant evidence, not a party
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Rieger v Plains Midstream Canada ULC, 2019 ABQB 666.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rieger v Plains Midstream Canada ULC, 2019 ABQB 666 [5]               Important differences between cross-examinations on affidavits and examinations for discovery (both of which are now, confusingly, called “questioning” in the Alberta Rules of Court) explain why there are different tests for whether a witness may be compelled to give an undertaking to provide answers not immediately known or produce documents not present at the examination. Someone who is cross-examined on an affidavit is a witness for the purpose of a pending application, very much like a witness at trial: Rozak Estate v Demas, 2011 ABQB 239, 53 Alta. L.R.(5th) 368, para 38. The affidavit takes the place of a direct examination. The deponent is not, except incidentally, a party but a witness giving evidence relevant to the application.
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CROSS-EXAMINATION ON AFFIDAVITS 
VS. DISCOVERY
Someone answering discovery questions acts as a party or 
someone closely affiliated
• Party is expected to be fully informed on all relevant matters
• Broad scope of questioning requires more liberal approach 

to requiring undertakings to provide information not within 
the immediate knowledge of the party being examined
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Rieger v Plains Midstream Canada ULC, 2019 ABQB 666.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
]               In contrast, someone examined for discovery answers questions as a party or, in the case of a corporation, the representative of that party or someone closely affiliated with the party (such as present or former employees and present or former auditors): rule 5.17. On an examination for discovery, the party is expected to be fully informed to answer questions on all matters relevant and material to the issues in the action: rules 5.25, 5.30 and 5.2(1). The broad scope of the questioning and the fact that the process is for the benefit of the examining party requires a more liberal approach to requiring undertakings to provide information not within the immediate knowledge of the party being examined: rule 5.30(1).[7]               Thus, witnesses cross-examined on affidavits are treated “with greater restraint as to undertakings” than parties being examined for discovery: Rozak Estate, para 41. Undertakings should only be directed where the deponent referred to information or documents in the affidavit (or must have reviewed information or documents to make the statements in the affidavit); or the undertakings relate to an important issue in the application and answering them would not be overly onerous and “would likely significantly help the court in the determination of the application”: Dow Chemical Canada Inc. v Shell Chemicals Canada Ltd., 2008 ABQB 671, 97 Alta. L.R. (4th) 182 (M), para 5.
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SASKATCHEWAN AUTHORITY 
McKinnon v Red Lily Wind Energy Corp 2013 SKQB 316
Danyliuk J. refused to order requested undertakings during a cross 
examination of affiants filed in an assessment of damages arising from an 
undertaking of damages:
[12] Our rules would appear to require that a person being cross-examined on his 
affidavit to be treated largely as he would be if he were a witness at trial. It is highly unlikely that 
such a witness would be subject to undertakings and obtaining documents or knowledge he 
does not possess while in the witness box. That lack of information may work to his detriment in 
terms of credibility. It may jeopardize the assessment of the party proffering such witness, for 
not properly equipping the witness with required knowledge. But the fact remains, the 
cross-examination of a witness during a trial rarely becomes the type of fact-finding exercise 
that the traditional examination for discovery had been.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
McKinnon v Red Lily Wind Energy Corp, 2013 SKQB 316 is the only authority we can find in Saskatchewan on the subject of scope of cross examination and the possibility of undertakings arising from cross examination on affidavits (in the context of an assessment of damages/enforcement of an undertaking) It followed the Alberta approach9…Such a consideration must commence with a reference to the foundational rules located in Part 1, and in particular Rule 1‑3. The rules are to be used to identify the real matters in dispute and to facilitate the quickest means for resolving claims at the least expense. Parties are obliged to communicate in an open, honest and timely manner. The court will also bear these foundational rules in mind when dealing with applications.[12]                 Our rules would appear to require that a person being cross‑examined on his affidavit to be treated largely as he would be if he were a witness at trial. It is highly unlikely that such a witness would be subject to undertakings and obtaining documents or knowledge he does not possess while in the witness box. That lack of information may work to his detriment in terms of credibility. It may jeopardize the assessment of the party proffering such witness, for not properly equipping the witness with required knowledge. But the fact remains, the cross‑examination of a witness during a trial rarely becomes the type of fact‑finding exercise that the traditional examination for discovery had been. [16]                 While a cross‑examination on an affidavit may (and often should) proceed with vigour, and is not strictly confined to the four corners of the affidavit, it is not an examination for discovery. The examiner must imagine himself to be in the midst of trial, without the benefits of undertakings and production orders except in relatively rare cases.  It must be borne in mind that the deponent is not to be equated with the party. The deponent is not generally required to have the overarching knowledge possessed by the party; nor is the party obliged to “fill in the blanks” for that particular deponent. In modern civil litigation, it is rare that all the answers come from one person.[17]                 On this application, it is clear to the court that these principles apply. The plaintiff did not avail himself of the defendant’s offer to obtain some documents prior to the cross‑examinations. Nor has the plaintiff availed itself of the opportunity to seek further and better disclosure of documents from the defendants themselves, through use of some of the mechanisms outlined in Rules 5‑10, 5‑15 and 5‑18 to 5‑36. Finally, the plaintiff has not demonstrated the relevance of such documents in a manner that would meet the proportionality test in the foundational rules, if at all.
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SASKATCHEWAN AUTHORITY
Danyliuk J. followed the Alberta test in Dow
Refused to grant undertakings because the Plaintiff had not 
availed itself of any the Rules to obtain disclosure prior to the 
cross examination (Rules 5-10, 5-15 and 5-18 to 5-36). 
“Finally, the plaintiff has not demonstrated the relevance of 
such documents in a manner that would meet the 
proportionality test in the foundational rules, if at all.”
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SCOPE OF PROPER 
CROSS-EXAMINATION
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NOTEWORTHY PRINCIPLES

• Questioning on Affidavit is cross-examination
• Questioning on Discovery is in the nature of cross-examination
• The purpose and scope of questioning is distinct in each
• Scope of Questioning on Affidavit is framed by the motion that the Affidavit 

supports 
• When the motion is the entire law suit, permissible questioning can cover it all

When the affidavit puts forth any other matter expressly deposed or exhibited 
to the Affidavit, cross-examination can extend to it within the principle of 
proportionality 

6/8/2021

Cross-Examination on Affidavit vs Questioning on Discovery
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Alberta (Attorney General) v Alberta Power (2000) Ltd, 2017 ABQB 195.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Alberta (Attorney General) v Alberta Power (2000) Ltd, 2017 ABQB 195[24]           An often misunderstood or misused opportunity is Questioning on Affidavit. Hereafter, I will refer to the old term, Cross-Examination on the Affidavit instead of Questioning on the Affidavit, because in fact that is what it is, and the distinction is significant. It has been said that Questioning on Discovery or an Oral Examination for Discovery, as it used to be known, does not permit true cross-examination: Paquin v Gainers Inc., 1989 ABCA 312. Rather, it permits questioning in the nature of cross-examination. Although the distinction may be seen as subtle, in practice it is not. True cross-examination can go to credibility. It has also been said that in Questioning on Discovery, questions solely related to the issue of credibility are impermissible: Drake v Overland and Southam Press Ltd., 1979 ABCA 304. Another key difference between Questioning on Discovery and Questioning on Affidavit is that the answers given to questions on an Affidavit form part of the Record before the Court in their entirety. Counsel cannot pick and choose which answer they like and put it before the Court, as “read-ins”, which is the practice of tendering the evidence at a trial in respect of Questioning on Discovery.[25]           It was not seriously disputed that the leading cases on the scope of a cross-examination on affidavit in Alberta appear to have been summarized in Dow Chemical Canada Inc v Shell Chemicals Canada Ltd, 2008 ABQB 671, a decision of Master J.T. Prowse, referred to in Rozak v Demas, 2011 ABQB 239. Counsel also referred to Gill v 735458 Alberta Inc, 2003 ABQB 501, a decision of Master Funduk, as well as Ferring Inc v Richmond Pharmaceuticals Inc, [1996] OJ 621. As well, counsel put forward Marathon Canada Ltd v Enron Canada Corp, 2006 ABQB 651; Alberta Treasury Branches v Leahy, 1999 ABQB 829; PM&C Specialists Contractors Inc v Horton CBI Limited, 2015 ABQB 248.[26]           From those cases, the following principles are worthy of note:1.      Questioning on Affidavit is cross-examination;2.      Questioning on Discovery is not cross-examination; it is in the nature of cross-examination.3.      The purpose and scope of questioning is distinct in each case;4.      The scope of cross-examination on Affidavit is framed by the motion that the Affidavit is made in support of, but when the motion itself is the entire law suit, for example with an Originating Notice, permissible cross-examination on the Affidavit can “cover the whole lawsuit”: Gill at para 35;5.      In addition, where the Affidavit puts forward any other matter expressly deposed to or exhibited to the Affidavit, cross-examination can extend to it “even if the matter deposed to is irrelevant to the relief claimed”: Marathon Canada at para 6;6.      The principle of proportionality is a consideration and undertakings otherwise answerable had the deponent had the information available at oral questioning ought to be answered provided the provision of the information would not be “overly onerous” and would likely significantly help the Court in the determination of the application: Dow Chemical Canada Inc at para 5; Rozak Estate at para 41; PM&C Specialists Contractors at paras 9, 21.
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CROSS & QUESTIONING DIFFERENCES
Scope of cross-examination on affidavit is less than that of 
questioning on discovery, accordingly there are five differences:
1. The person is examined as a witness, not a party
2. The answers provided are evidence, not admissions
3. Absence of knowledge is acceptable; the witness may be 

subject to undertakings
4. Production of documents is only required on the basis as for 

any other witness, i.e. the witness has custody of them
5. Rules of relevance are more limited

6/8/2021 21

Edmonton (City) v Gosine, 2020 ABQB 546 at paras 8-10.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Edmonton (City) v Gosine, 2020 ABQB 546[8]               As a starting point, I note the authorities are agreed that the scope of cross-examination on affidavit is somewhat less than that of questioning on discovery. Merck Frosst Canada Inc v Canada (Minister of Health), 1997 CarswellNat 2661at paras 3-4, which was quoted with approval in Alberta Treasury Branches v Leahy, 1999 ABQB 829, notes the five main differences:•         the person examined as a witness not a party,•         the answers given are evidence not admissions,•         absence of knowledge is an acceptable answer; the witness cannot be required to inform him or herself;•         production of documents can only be required on the same basis as for any other witness, i.e. if the witness has the custody or control of the document, and•         the rules of relevance are more limited.[9]               Leahy elaborates on the foregoing by cautioning (at para 23) that:Thus, cross-examination on affidavit should not be utilized as a gate into the field of examination for discovery; discovery has broader purposes and the concomitant broader scope of relevancy in that context is well settled.[10]           Although the five points from Merck Frost, as quoted in Leahy, continue to be quoted as part of Alberta law, the third point relating to whether the witness should be required to inform himself or herself, is modified somewhat in what I refer to as the modern approach. This approach is described by Graesser J in Rozak Estate, 2011 ABQB 239 at paras 36 to 37 where he adopts the reasoning of Master Prowse in Dow Chemical Canada Inc v Shell Chemicals Canada Ltd, 2008 ABQB 671 at para 5 and states that the evidence of deponents who are cross-examined can be subject to undertakings. However, as Graesser J says in Rozak, again adopting Master Prowse in Dow Chemical at para 41:That being said, I am also in agreement with Master Prowse that the Court should be slow to direct that an affiant be directed to inform him or herself after the questioning and provide further answers, and that generally witnesses being questioned on an affidavit are treated differently (i.e. with greater restraint as to undertakings) than witnesses being questioned under Part 5 of the New Rules of Court.
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SASKATCHEWAN AUTHORITY ON SCOPE
McKinnon v Red Lily Wind Energy Corp
Undertakings rather than scope was in issue but Danyliuk J. also noted, 
“While a cross-examination on an affidavit may (and often should) proceed 
with vigour, and is not strictly confined to the four corners of the affidavit, it is 
not an examination for discovery.”
Wells v General Motors 2019 SKCA 29 at para 19, Justice Leurer confirmed 
that the scope of a cross-examination on an affidavit is “generally defined by 
issues of relevance, rather than being confined to the four corners of the 
affidavit”. The scope of the cross-examination is defined by issues of 
relevance to the application in which the affidavit has been filed.
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ADDITIONAL BOUNDARIES ON SCOPE OF 
QUESTIONS
Cross-examination is not a substitute for oral discovery 
or an opportunity for premature discovery
Overbroad, “fishing” questions are not permitted
On a cross-examination, questions must be relevant to:
• The issues on that motion
• The matters raised in the affidavit by the deponent, 

even if they are irrelevant to the motion
• The credibility and reliability of the deponent’s 

evidence 
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Presentation Notes
Del Giudice v. Thompson 2021 ONSC 2015 22  The scope of a cross-examination of a deponent for a motion is narrower than an examination for discovery and a cross-examination is not a substitute for oral or documentary for discovery or an opportunity for a premature discovery.2 The examining party may not ask questions on issues that go beyond the scope of the cross-examination for the motion.3 Questions that are overbroad or speculative, that do not relate to the issues on the particular motion, colloquially known as a "fishing expedition" are not permitted.423  On a cross-examination, the questions must be relevant to: (a) the issues on the particular motion; (b) the matters raised in the affidavit by the deponent, even if those issues are irrelevant to the motion; or (c) the credibility and reliability of the deponent's evidence.5
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STRATEGIC 
CONSIDERATIONS
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STRATEGIC CONSIDERATIONS
Hryniak v Mauldin 2014 SCC 7
Arising from a June 2001 meeting, the Mauldin Group invested 
with Robert Hryniak, principal of the company Tropos Capital 
which traded in bonds and debt instruments; Gregory Peebles, 
a lawyer, acted for Hryniak and Tropos in the meeting and in 
subsequent transactions
The Mauldin Group wired US$1.2 million which was pooled 
with other funds and transferred to Tropos. Tropos forwarded 
more than US$10 million to an offshore bank, and the money 
disappeared. Hryniak claimed the Tropos’ funds were stolen.
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STRATEGIC CONSIDERATIONS
Main Findings on Summary Judgment Application
No evidence to suggest that Tropos had ever set up a trading 
program.
Contrary to the investment strategy that Hryniak had described 
to the investors, the Mauldin Group’s money was placed in an 
account with the offshore bank, and then disappeared.
Rejection of Hryniak’s claim that members of the offshore bank 
had stolen the Mauldin Group’s money.
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STRATEGIC CONSIDERATIONS
The motion judge concluded that a trial was not required against Hryniak to 
find civil fraud - (1) a false representation by the defendant; (2) some level of 
knowledge of the falsehood of the representation on the part of the 
defendant (whether knowledge or recklessness); (3) the false representation 
caused the plaintiff to act; (4) the plaintiff’s actions resulted in a loss.
However, he dismissed the Mauldin Group’s motion for summary judgment 
against Peebles, because that claim involved more complex factual issues, 
particularly with respect to Peebles’ credibility and involvement in a key 
meeting, which required a trial.
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STRATEGIC CONSIDERATIONS
Bruno Appliance v Hryniak, 2014 SCC 8
Bruno met with Peebles on behalf of Tropos but not Hryniak
Bruno invested $1 million but Tropos was found not to have 
invested it but transferred it to other entities
SCC found there was a genuine issue requiring a trial for 
Hryniak in this matter 
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STRATEGIC CONSIDERATIONS
Bruno Appliance v Hryniak
Motions judge found Hryniak was supposed to be in attendance 
at the meeting, that Hryniak knew of the meeting purpose and 
that Hryniak’s company paid for Peebles’ attendance.
SCC found since Hryniak was not present or that anyone was 
acting as his agent and therefore insufficient evidence to 
establish that any false statements made at the meeting can be 
attributed to Hryniak, i.e that he perpetrated any fraud
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STRATEGIC CONSIDERATIONS
Nature and amount of the evidence?
Scope of cross examination?
Importance of cross examination to the decisions rendered? 
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STRATEGIC CONSIDERATIONS
Wise v Abbott Laboratories 2016 ONSC 7275
Proposed class action alleging Androgel, a treatment for low testosterone, 
was a useless product that caused an increased risk of cardiovascular injury
Individual plaintiff agreed to summary judgment motion in advance of 
certification. Abbott argued, in part, that Androgel caused no increased risk 
of harm (no general causation/capacity to cause harm)
11,000 pages of materials, including affidavits, exhibits and transcripts 
(7,200 pages), factums (292 pages) and case authorities (4,025 pages). Six 
days of oral argument.
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STRATEGIC CONSIDERATIONS
Wise v Abbott
Urologists, family physicians, cardiologists, regulatory experts, 
epidemiologists, statisticians adduced evidence and many were cross 
examined
“The summary judgment motion thus became a battle of experts about the 
epidemiology of hypogonadism and about the proven or not proven risks 
and benefits of AndroGelTM.”
Perrel J. granted summary dismissal, “On a balance of probabilities, the 
case at bar is not a case that permits the inference of general causation to 
be drawn from the evidence of association and biological plausibility.”
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STRATEGIC CONSIDERATIONS
Perell J. ultimately concluded none of the expert opinion 
sufficiently supported a finding that the association between 
AndroGelTM and serious CV events was causal.
• Differences in cross examination of experts vs fact witnesss
• Expert opinion driven motion more amenable to summary 

determination?
• Importance of cross examination to the successful defendant 

in the context of this case
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Q&A
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THANK YOU
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Note: This presentation is of a general nature only and is not exhaustive of all possible 
legal rights or remedies. In addition, laws may change over time and should be interpreted 
only in the context of particular circumstances such that these materials are not intended to 
be relied upon or taken as legal advice or opinion. Readers/viewers should consult a legal 
professional for specific advice in any particular situation.
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